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COVERABLE  SEMIGROUPS

A.   Y.   W.   LAU

Abstract. The concept of a semilattice having small semi-

lattices has been studied and some equivalences of this property

have been investigated. In the process of investigating semilattices,

the author found a class of semigroups called coverable semigroups,

and the interesting fact about it is that a necessary and sufficient

condition for a compact semilattice to have small semilattices is to be

coverable. Also by virtue of the concept of coverable semigroups,

one can show that the usual interval is costable instead of the more

intricate method of proving it by producing an arc.

1. Let 5 be a topological semigroup and U0 be an open cover of S. We

write K0< U0 if V0 is a cover of S such that V0 refines U0 and if V, U e V0,

then there exists We V0 such that VU^ W. We shall say that S is (finitely)

coverable if given an open cover U0 of S, there exists a (finite) open cover

V0 such that V0< U0. Furthermore, S is said to be (finitely) neighborable if

given an open cover of S, there exists a (finite) collection V0 of subsets of

S such that V0<U0 and S=\JVgVi) Vo where Vo is the interior of V (i.e.

union of all open sets contained in V). A compact semigroup S is costable

if given any continuous homomorphism from a compact semigroup K

onto S, then cd A^cd S where cd is the codimension with respect to some

nondegenerate abelian group.

It is obvious that every finitely coverable semigroup is compact and

neighborable. Any Hausdorff space given the left trivial multiplication is

coverable. The following proposition is in relation to neighborable semi-

groups.

Lemma 1.1. If S is a neighborable semigroup, then S has small semi-

groups atp=p2 (i.e. ifp is in S and V is an open set containingp, then there

exists a neighborhood N of p such that JV2çJVç V).

Proof. Let p e S and U be an open set containing p. Then U0 =

{U, S\{p}} is an open cover of S; hence there exists a cover V0 of S such

that V0<U0andS=Uvev0V°-
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Let pe Vo where Ve V0. Then VVçz wx for some Wx e V0 and F3s

VWX<^ W2 for some W2 e V0. By induction, one can show that if « is a

positive integer, then Knc W for some We V0. Since V0<U0, then W<^ U

or Wç S\{p}, but peV'çW implies IFç U. Hence K'! ç Wç U. But « is

arbitrary; one can conclude pe Vç^\Jni.x K"£t/ and (J„al V'1 is a

subsemigroup.

In fact, for a compact semilattice the converse of 1.1 is true. Before we

prove it, we need some other propositions. The following two lemmas are

stated without proof.

Lemma 1.2. If S is a (finitely) coverable (or neighborable) semigroup and

A is a closed subsemigroup, then A is (finitely) coverable (or neighborable).

Lemma 1.3 (a topological lemma). If U0 is an open cover o/P¿e/ Sit

where each S¿ is a compact space, then there exists a finite subset J of I and

for each i in J, there exists a finite open cover f^ of Si such that {Piej Vt X

?iei\j St\Vt€f^ refines U6.

Lemma 1.4. If {St}j6/ is a collection of compact semigroups, then

P,e/ St is (finitely) coverable if and only if each S¿ is (finitely) coverable.

Proof. Suppose P!e7 S¡ is (finitely) coverable and y e I. Let W0 be an

open cover of Sj. Then U0={WxVi¥.j St\lVe W0} is an open cover of

P,e/ S{. There exists V0 a (finite) open cover of PieI S¡ such that V0<.U0.

Then {II^K^Fe V0} is a (finite) open cover of Sj, where ri3 is the y'th

projection map. It is easy to check {0_,-(K)| V e V0}< W0.

Suppose each S¡ is (finitely) coverable and U0 is an open cover of

P!6/ S{. By Lemma 1.3, there exists a finite subset J oí I and open cover

■f¡where ieJ such that (PieJ K,xPie/!V S^V^iQ refines U0. But for

each / eJ, there exists a (finite) open cover Qi such that O^i^. Hence

ÍPO¿x p st\o^e\<[Yvty. P st\vter\
[ieJ iel\J I [ieJ ieI\J I

would yield the result that {PiEj 0,xPíe/>7 5¿|0¡ e (?J<t/0. Hence the

product is (finitely) coverable.

Lemma 1.5. The min interval (i.e. [0, 1] under the multiplication xy—

min{x, y}) is finitely coverable.

Proof. Let M be the min interval and t/0 be an open cover of M. There

exists a Lebesgue number ¿> for U0. Then M can be covered by a finite

number of open intervals or half-open intervals, each of which has length

ô. Furthermore, the product of any two such intervals is contained in the

interval with the smaller left-hand endpoint. Hence M is finitely coverable.
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Theorem 1.6. If S is a compact semilattice, then S is coverable if and

only if it has small semilattices.

Proof. If S is coverable, by Lemma 1.1, 5 has small semilattices.

Suppose S has small semilattices; then [6] showed that S is embeddable

topologically and algebraically into a product of min intervals. Since min

intervals are coverable, by Lemma 1.4 their product is coverable. By the

compactness of S, S can be considered as a closed subsemilattice of the

product ofmin intervals. Hence S is coverable by Lemma 1.2.

2. In this section, we will depart from semilattices and investigate

coverable/neighborable semigroups in general. An interesting corollary is

that the usual interval is costable.

Lemma 2.1. If S is a neighborable semigroup, then H(e) is totally dis-

connected for each e=e2.

Proof. Let e=e2 e S. Suppose H(e) is not totally disconnected. Then

there exists a compact connected nondegenerate subgroup G of //(e).

Since G is also neighborable, then G has small semigroups at e. Let N be a

neighborhood of e in G such that TV is a proper subsemigroup of G. Let U

be a set open in G such that U=U~1 and eeU^N. Then U„È1i/"cj\r.

But this is a contradiction.

Lemma 2.2.    Every compact totally disconnected semigroup is coverable.

Proof. Since every such semigroup is an inverse limit of finite semi-

groups [4] and finite semigroups are coverable, then an application of

Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4 yields the conclusion.

The following theorem shows how neighborable semigroups behave

under homomorphisms.

Theorem 2.3. If f:S^-T is a continuous closed homomorphism from a

(finitely) neighborable semigroup onto a fully normal semigroup T, then Tis

(finitely) neighborable.

Proof. Let C0 be an open cover of T. Then there exists an open cover

[/„ of Tsuch that U0 is a star-refinement of C„. Since {/_1(C/)|(7e U0) is an

open cover of S, there exists a (finite) cover V0 of 5" such that V0<.

{f-l(U)\UeU0}, and S=\Jvev0 Vo-

For each j e T, define Wy = {V e Vo\Vnf^(y)9e0}. Then {f(Wv)\yeT}

is a (finite) cover of F since V0 is a (finite) cover of S, and it is obvious that

y ef(Wy)a since/is closed. Now one has to show {f(Wy)\y e T}<C0.

Let yeT. Fix Vxe V0 such that Vxr\f-1(y)^ 0. Then there exists

Ux e U0 such that Vx S/-1(i/i), and ¡7* ç c for some C e C0 since U0 is a

star-refinement of C0. Let z ef(Wy). Then there exists V2 e V0 such that
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V2r\f-l(y)?é0 and z ef(V2). But V2çf~l(U2) for some U2 e U0. Hence

yef(Vx)nf(V2)^UxnU2. Since t71nL/2#0, then UtcUfcC. Thus

zeC implies/( Hg g C. Furthermore/(IF!,)/(IF2) £/(PFvz). The proof is

complete.

Corollary 2.4. Iff: S^-T is a continuous closed homomorphism from a

(finitely) neighborable fully normal semigroup S onto a semigroup T, then

T is (finitely) neighborable.

With a little computation, one can determine that the usual interval

[0, 1] under real number multiplication is not neighborable. Hence we

have the following corollary.

Corollary 2.5. Iff:S—>-I is a continuous homomorphism from a com-

pact semigroup S onto the usual interval I, then S is not totally disconnected

(i.e. I is costable.)

Proof. If S is totally disconnected, then S is coverable. By the previous

lemma, / has to be neighborable but it is not. Hence S is not totally dis-

connected, i.e. codimension of 5*^1.

The interesting fact about coverable semigroups is that they can have a

lot of idempotents (e.g. some semilattices) or they can have very few

idempotents (e.g. [0, ¿] under the usual real number multiplication). The

author conjectures that a compact semigroup with zero as its only idem-

potent is coverable.
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